
RECEPTACLES
WASTE + RECYCLING



ReForm trash and recycling receptacles are designed for
single and multi-stream recycling and waste management.
Cabinets are available in melamine finishes with hinged doors 
to provide easy access to the polyethylene liners. 

ReForm - Top Loading

RF48RF24 RF36 with hinged doors.



RFF36RF48 RFF36   

Ideal for corporate, workplace, and higher education 
settings. ReForm with front loading openings shares the 
same cabinet as its top loading counterpart. 

ReForm - Front Loading

Shown with optional sign panel.



ReSort receptacles offer a modular solution for single
or multi-stream collection in all contract interiors.
Available in 2 sizes, the rectangular shape allows for
individual or multiple groupings suitable for recycling
paper, cans, glass, plastic and waste. A hinged door
provides easy access to the polyethylene liner, eliminating
the need to lift heavy bags. The steel receptacles are
available in powder coated finishes.

ReSort

RS20 RS14 - RS20 - RS14 RS14



 (3) TMS2038

TMR2040S

TMR2040T

TIMO trash and recycling receptacles offer the utmost in utility. 
TIMO round is available with top or side openings, while TIMO 
square has a unique ‘tip out’ access door for easy bag removal. 
Place individually or in multiples for various recyclables both 
indoors and out. TIMO square can also be wall mounted for security 
and easy floor maintenance. Available in Aluminum Metallic powder 
coat or Stainless Steel.

TIMO



REMix Receptacles feature an elegant design and slim 
profile ideal for placement in narrow hallways or high-
traffic areas. Body available in powder-coated steel with 
a choice of top opening configurations in graphite finish.

REMix

DUO-S TRIO-S



SW1

SW2

SRT

Stream is a distinctive recycling wastebasket and tall
recycler that is adaptable to any interior style and
workplace. Designed to fit comfortably under the desk
or on its own, Stream’s light scale, visually refined
rounded corners, gives an inviting and approachable
appearance. The bag retainer is self-evident and easy
to use — automatically concealing the bag’s foldedover
lip. Finished in single color or dual color accent.

STREAM



Shown with optional recycling logo. TRP2420 - TRP3024 - TRP2016

TRIA’s soft triangular shape combines the balance of 
elegance with detail. TRIA allows for clustered and
corner groupings defining and separating common and 
public spaces.

TRIA bin has a lift off top and a built-in bag retainer.

Available in Matte Gel-Coat PPP Colors. 

TRIA

TRB2438



1037

1039 - 1037 - 1035

1042 - 1044 - 1041 - 1043

1031 - 1032 - 1033

Recycling receptacles are designed for single and multi-stream 
recycling and waste management. Ideal for interior and exterior 
use, in a full range of top configurations, sizes and finishes. 

FIBERGLASS RECYCLING RECEPTACLES



WASTEBASKETS

662-663

IC-T IC-TX

IC4-TX 222 - 224



Peter Pepper had a vision: products designed to enliven the workplace 
environment, and In 1952 that vision became a reality. 

The mandate was clear: the strength of this vision must start by demanding 
the highest caliber of design, producing an inspired product line, offering 
unparalleled selection. 

Peter Pepper’s vision was one of responsiveness and synergy; establishing 
relationships based on partnership and performance. 
 
For 70 years, Peter Pepper Products has consistently delivered high quality 
products, identifying real solutions and solving your most complex problems; 
never compromising the integrity of the design.

At Peter Pepper Products we continue to maintain the spirit of Peter Pepper’s 
vision; to enrich environments and uplift people with products for workplace, 
healthcare, education, government, institutional and hospitality.

Design and Performance.

Diversity and Practicality.

Vision is fact. Peter Pepper Products.

PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS
800 496 0204
peterpepper.com
info@peterpepper.com


